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The charge independence of nuclear forces can be tested in a 
number of waye. One way is to compare.variouB observables mea;ured 
in mirror reactiona. When exact charge independence holds, polariza
tion observables for these reactions are expected to be identical/1/. 

The charge sy~~etry can be broke~ by the Coulomb interaction. Because 
Coulomb effects in very light nuclei are small, two body d+d mirror 
reactions 2H<d , p ) 3h and 2Htd,n}3He are expected to be favourable 

processes for such an investigation. 
In -eaz-Lí.er comparisons of analyzing powez-s for the. 2H(d, p)3H 

and 2H(d , n ) 3He reactions below 10 1~V/2-4/ some differences in these 

observables were found when compared at the same incident deuteron 
energy. The discrepancies in tensor analyzing iJowers disappeared if 
these quantities were compared at the same exit channel energy. 
Hardekopf et alo /5/compared the polarlzatio~a of -outrgoãng pro t ona and 

neutrona for the 2H( d ,p ) 3H and 2H(d,n)3He. Téac.tions f'rom 3 to 10 :M.eV 
deuteron energy. Substantial differences in these observabíes were 
removed by shifting the deuteron energy scaie oí the 2H( d , p ) 3H reac
t on in the laboratory syatem down b; about 1.5 'l..ev/5, 6/. This simpleí 

method brings the nucleons in the exit channel to the sarne energy. 
~evertheless, it has been found/7/ that the simple energy shift does 
not explain the precise analyzing power data in a wide- energy range. 

Because of this experimental situation it secms to be worthwile 

to investigate the d+d mirror reactions at low deuteron energias. We 
therefore measured the angular dist~ibution of polarized protons emit

ted from the 2H( d , t).3a 'readion at ab out 1 lueV deuteron energy ~ Our 

expe r-í.ment a L data can be compared wi th angular de pendences of the po
larization of outgoing neutrons from the mirror reac~ion 2H(d ,n ) 3He 
at the sarne entrance and exit channel energies measured earlier by 
Galloway et al./a/. 

Our experiment was performed on the Van de Graaff accelerator 
of the lnatitute of Nuclear Physics Ln Rez. Deute r-on beam was incident 
on target consisted of a deuterated polyethylene (CD2 ) foil of thick
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proton polarimeter and data analysis procedufe have been described 
in ref./10/. In brief, , a collimated proton beam was incid~nt on 
a silicon det8ctor used as an analyzer and protons scattered through 
an angle of 95° were detected by "left" anq "right" Si(Li)-detectors. 
The coincidence spectra due to protons in the analyzer and aeymmetry 
"left" and "right" detector, respectively, were recorded along with 
spectra due to random coincídences. The polarimeter was mounted on a 
turntable wh í.ch could rotate about the ,proton beam d í rect.í.on as ams 
so that "left" an~ "rigb;~" hand proton detectors couLd b,e interchan-: 
ged to. canoel out any instrumental asy~etry. The correction of mea
sured asymmetry !lata f.or a p,ossible noneymme t r'Lca L arrangement of two 
"left" and ";J;'ight" scatteríng planes in the present polari}lleter was 
estimated t9 be less than 1% in ~he whole range of reaction angles. 
The dominant part of the overall errors quoted fo~ the re~ulting, po-, 
larization values corresponde to the statistical uncertainty as well 
as tô errors in the background subtraotion. 

The angular distribution of the polarization of protons from the 
2 )'" .

H(d,p) H reac,tion wali measured at the maan d.u~eron energy 0.975M.V. 
The analysis of experimental polarization values (eee fig.1) was made 
along with 'th. appropriate differential cross-section values/11 ,12/., 
~he values of the differential polarization ~pY have been analyzed 
in terms oi, the Legendre polynomials P~(008 ~)oas, described in/1ol • 

+0.1 I • i i I 

pY' 

Fig.1. Angular distribution of the - 0.1 

proton polarization from the
 
2H(d,p»)H reaction at 0.975
 
MeV mean deuteron energy.
 

We compare our experimental r.ault~ with ~orrespônding Legendre 
polynomial fita to-the 2H(d,~»)He mirror reaotion data of Galloway et 
al/8 /.. at .the sa.me e.tranoe and erit channeL energies. In re-r./8 / 

precise measure~ents of angular dependenceli of the neutron polariza
tion from t~e 2H(dJ~»)He reaot~on at m8an deuteron energies 1.04 and 

2.44 MeV for Ti-D targets of thi~kneSs about 100 and 60 keV, respec

~ tively, are r8ported. In both measurem'nts the polarization val~es
 

J
 were determined from the left-rlght asymmetries in the elastic scat

tering of neutrons on helium.1 

} 
Comparison of differential polarizations of ~rotons and neutrons 

emitted from the charge aymmetric reactions d+d at the same bombar
ding energies ia displayed in fig.2. The solid curve represents the 
Legendre polynomial fit to the 2H(d~p»)H reaction, the dashed curve 
is the reault of the analyais of the 2H(d,n»)He reaction. At first 
aight t the differences'Qbaerved from )0° to 90° centre-of-mass angu~ 

lar range are larger than uncertainties of the experimental data. 
In fig.) compariaon ia made at the sarne exit energy of the nucleons. 
Again, the solid curve ia fit to the data of the 2H(d ,p ») H reaction, 
the daahed curve representa the Legendre polynomiai fit to th, 
2H(d,t»)He reaction. The results of this comparison ~how that diffe
rences exist practically over the whole angular range. Thus', the sim
ple energy sbift proposed earlie~5,6/ waa not found to be succesfull 
to remove discrapancies observed at tbe same entrance channel anergy. 
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J 
Differential polarization Fig.). 
of outgoing nucleone from 
the d+d mirr~r reactions 
at tbe sarne entrance energy. 

~M 
Differential polarization, 
of outgoing nucleons from 
the d+d ~rror reactions 
at tbe liame exit energy. 
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It can be concluded that differences observed in measurements 
of angular distributions of polarized nucleons from the d+d reactions 
at low energie$ are larger than experimental UIlcertai.nties and mUst 
be explained if charge independence of nuclear forces holds. 
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K03Ma B. 	 E15-86-216 
Hapyme~e 3a~HAOBOH CHMMeTpHH B sAep~ PeaKqHSX 
2H(d,p) H it H(d,ii)3:ae 

Toq~ ~aHHWe H3MepeHHA yrno~QrO pacnpeAeneuHB nonspH3QBaH
~ npOTOHOB B HAepHoA peaKqHH H(d~P)lu ~ 9HeprHH OKonO 
t M3B cpaBHHB~TcH c 3KCnepHMeHT~qBYMH AaH~ HeATpOHHoA 00

nSPH3aD;HH B sepKanbHoH peaKqHH 2n{d.ii)3He n:pH TeXlll:e c~ 
3HeprHSlt BO BXOAHOM it B!ilXOAHOM K3Hanax. B ol5oHX <!.I"l}"{aJtX pa3nH
qng M~Y non~pH3aqHeA BWTeK~X ~xnoHOB B 3aPHAOBQ-CHMNeT
PHqeCKHX peaKqH:Hlt d + d l50nlJllle qeM 3KCnepHMeHTanhHWe OIIIHI5KH. 

Pa60Ta BhlnonHeHa B J1.al5opaTOPHH BhlCOKHX 3HeprHH OWIH. 

CoofimeHHe O61.tWlBeHllOI'O IOKnrryTa JI1.lepHbIX HCCJlellOBawdi. JIy6Ha 1986 

Kozma P. 	 &15-86-216 
The Charge Symmetry Violation in the 211(d,n)3He 
and 2a(d.p)3H Reactions . 

Precision measurement of the angular distribution of polari 
zed protons from the 2H(d.p)3Ji reaction at about I MeV is compa
red with experimental polarization data from the mirror reaction 
2a(d.ii)3He at the same entrance and exit channel energies. In 
both comparisons differences in polarizations of outgoing nuc
leons from the d + d charge-symmetric reactions were found to 
be larger than experimental uncertainties. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of High Energies, JINR. 
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It can be concluded that differences observed in measurements 
of angular distributions of polarized nucleons from the d+d reactions 
at low energies are larger than experimental uncertainties and must 
be explained if charge independence of nuclear forces holds, 
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Ko3Ma n. 
HapymeH\1e 
2H(d,p)1l 

E15-86-216 
3a~HAOBOH CHMMeTpHH B HAepHWX peaK~HX 
H H(d,n)3He 

ToqHNe AaHHbie H3MepeHHH yrnoBoro pacnp~eneHHH nonapH3oBaH
HMX npOTOHOB B HAepHOH peaK~HH 2H(d,p)3H npH 3HeprHH OKOnO 
t M3B cpaBHHBaiDTcH c 3KcnepHMeHTanbHWMH AaHHWMH HeHTPOHHOH no
napH3~HH B 3epKanbHOH peaK~H 2H(d,n)3He flPH TeX ~e CaMhlX 

3HeprHHX BO BXOAHOM H BhlXOAHOM KaHanax, B 060HX cnyqaax pa3nH
~H Me~y nonHpH3a~HeH BhlTeKaiD~X HY~OHOB B 3aPHAOBO-CHMMeT
pHqeCKHX p£aK~HHX d + d 6onbWe qeM 3KCnepHMeHTanbHhle OmH6KHo 

Pa6oTa BbiTIOnHeHa B na6opaTOPHH BhlCOKHX 3HeprHH OHKR. 

Coo6meaae Ofu.emmeHHoro HHCTHT)'TB RnepBbiX HCcnenosaBHii. Jly6Ha 1986 
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and 2n(d,p)3H Reactions 
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Precision measurement of the angular distribution of polari
zed protons from the 2H(d,p)3u reaction at about I MeV is compa
red with experimental polarization data from the mirror reaction 
2H(d,n)3He at the same entrance and exit channel energies. In 
both comparisons differences in polarizations of outgoing nuc
leons from the d + d charge-symmetric reactions were found to 
be larger than experimental uncertainties. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of High Energies, JINR. 
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